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TABLE OF CONTENTS INTRODUCTION

Who is Bridge to Life?
You know Bridge to Life for our unwavering commitment to quality and service. But we’re more 
than that. We’re focusing beyond product needs to be a true partner to the transplant community – 
constantly looking for new ways to increase the quality and quantity of donor organs to save more 
lives. Because for us, it’s not just about solutions, but the entire journey.

Corporate Identity
The Bridge to Life (BTL) corporate identity serves to non-verbally create and sustain a positive 
reputation which both precedes and follows our company. It is critically important that BTL is 
consistent in how we present our company, in words and imagery. Ideally, a corporate identity 
represents a standard of excellence that permeates throughout the entire BTL culture. 

The BTL brand conveys our differentiation globally. Our brand distinguishes us from our 
competitors. There is a strong connection between the perception of a brand and the perceived 
value of a company's products and services.

The goal of this document is to create consistent messaging and a visual language that projects 
trust, credibility, and medical technology innovation.

A Global Corporate Style Guide
To achieve and maintain a positive reputation, strong brand identity and preference for BTL 
solutions, the company has developed this Global Corporate Style Guide. This guide establishes 
the elements of the BTL brand identity. All elements are designed to work together to present 
consistency wherever BTL appears.

This guide defines the elements with detailed graphic standards, necessary to ensure the 
professional application of the BTL brand, colors and logo. This guide gives specific instructions 
on how to apply all the elements to maintain brand consistency and a global common look and 
feel. Where possible, examples are made available to assist you. 

Adhere to these standards without compromise and you will ensure the BTL corporate identity 
and brand continues to build our reputation and equity with existing and future customer 
relationships, empowering all those associated with it. 
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KEY MESSAGING

Brand Anchor Image
To establish our visual language 
and express the brand more 
powerfully, BTL has adopted the 
bridge anchor image to elegantly 
convey strength and support. 
The image is used throughout all 
media channels. Based on the 
application and desired affect, 
it may be used in two basic 
variations; either at full strength 
or ghosted. In most cases when 
logos or text are placed on top of 
the image, the ghosted version 
should be used. 

bridge anchor image - full strength

bridge anchor image - ghosted

Machine Perfusion Made Simple.
TM

MACHINE PERFUSION SYSTEM

 Machine Perfusion System

Quick Reference Guide
(HOPE)

Machine Perfusion Made Simple.
TM

MACHINE PERFUSION SYSTEM

BridgetoLife.com

Trusted Solutions. 
Advanced Technology. 

Uncompromising Quality.

Belzer UW®  
Cold Storage Solution 

Belzer MPS® 
UW Machine Perfusion Solution

EasiSlush® 
For Sterile Slush Preparation

literature cover pagetrade show product display

trade show table-top display

Brand Anchor Image - Examples
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KEY MESSAGING

COPY BLOCK (25 – 30 words)
Bridge to Life is committed to advancing organ delivery, preservation and revitalization technologies so 
more organs can reach more people on time and save more lives.

Trusted Solutions. 
Advanced Technology. 
Uncompromising Quality.
font - Open Sans Regular

The primary tagline is a stand alone 
element that conveys the BTL ideal. It 
should always occupy its own space and 
never appear in close proximity to the 
BTL logo. Justification of the text may 
appear flush left, flush right or centered, 
depending on the layout requirements. 
(See pages 4-5 for more examples of use.)

Reimagine the Future of Organ Transplant and Preservation      font - Helvetica Neue Bold

The secondary tagline can be used with or without the bridge mark icon. The bridge mark can be 
used in some rare cases, like on the website homepage, or as part of a product logo.  It should never 
compete with the BTL logo, and should always be used in a separate application from the logo.

COPY BLOCK (75 -100 words)
You know Bridge to Life for our unwavering commitment to quality and service. But we’re more than that. 
We’re constantly looking for new ways to increase the quality and quantity of donor organs to save more 
lives. By working to advance emerging technologies we’re bringing simpler, more cost effective tools to 
the transplant community to aid in preserving, assessing, and reclaiming donor organs. Because for us, 
it’s not just about solutions, but the entire journey.

brand advertisement - tagline center justified 

LOGO GREEN
C 87, M 26, Y 93, K 12
R 3, G 123, B 62

NAVY BLUE
C 100, M 97, Y 37, K 36
R 30, G 29, B 77

tagline - right justified 

Trusted Solutions. 
Advanced Technology. 

Uncompromising Quality.

Trusted Solutions. 
Advanced Technology. 
Uncompromising Quality.

Key Message - Primary Tagline

COPY (50 -75 words)
More than 100,000 people are on the waiting list for 
organs in the U.S. alone. To meet this urgent need we 
must increase the quantity and quality of available 
organs. That’s why at  Bridge to Life, we’re working to 
advance emerging  technologies and bring simpler, more 
cost effective tools to the transplant community to aid in 
preserving, assessing, and reclaiming donor organs. 

Key Message - Secondary Tagline and Bridge Mark Icon

secondary tagline with bridge mark   

Reimagine the Future of Organ Transplant and Preservation
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Machine Perfusion Made Simple.
TM

MACHINE PERFUSION SYSTEM

 Machine Perfusion System

Quick Reference Guide
(HOPE)

bridge mark with product logo

tagline - left justified 



LOGO USAGE

Primary Brand Logo - Position & Margins
It’s important to place our logo appropriately and purposefully, without conflicting design elements on the page. 

There should be no overlapping design elements that bleed into the logo gutter areas. There must be sufficient 

area surrounding the logo to allow it to function effectively without competition from other visual elements. 

No other graphic elements (e.g. other wordmarks, logos, text, etc.) should intrude into this space. Specific 

dimensions shown here are minimums. Use at least the measurements noted.

While the horizontal version of the logo is preferred, the vertical stacked 

version may be used in places where visual ellements are competing 

or not allowing for a horizontal layout. Of course, the same guidelines 

apply in terms of noncompeting surrounding elements and margins.

10.2 mm
0.4 in

12.7 mm
0.5 in

9.5 mm 
0.375 in

19 mm 
0.75 in

Backgrounds
The BTL logo is comprised of two colors 

and a white background. Whenever 

possible, our logo is presented in color 

on a white or light colored background, 

with legibility and clarity the first 

priorities. Therefore, the preferred logo 

treatment is BTL Blue and Green on a 

white or light colored background.

color standard on white example of product labeling

white reverse on black white reverse on color white reverse on dark photo

On a colored background, the white logo reversed out of another color or photograph is acceptable. 
However, the guiding principles of legibility, contrast and clarity must be applied in all cases.

LOGO GREEN
C 87, M 26, Y 93, K 12
R 3, G 123, B 62

NAVY BLUE
C 100, M 97, Y 37, K 36
R 30, G 29, B 77

LOGO FONT - Perpetua Bold Italic
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vertical stacked version of logo

16 17

Digital Brand Manual

Placement
It’s important to place our logo appropriately and 
purposefully, without conflicting design elements on 
the page. There should be no overlapping design 
elements that bleed into the logo gutter areas.

Clear Space
Ensure the logo has enough white space around it 
so it has good readability and feels strong within it’s 
own space.

Logo Applications and Backgrounds

Dark Backgrounds
The logo ideally resides on top of very light or white backgrounds. Using a reversed out version of the 
logo is acceptable as well as on top of black or “BTL navy blue” backgrounds. Further explanation of 
background usage is made clear in subsequent pages.

Light Backgrounds
White is always acceptable and upholds all brand 
standards. 

Wrong Logo Usage Samples

Ample white 
space should
always be present  
around all sides of 
the logo 

“g’ should not rest against other  
visual elements

Not Enough Contrast
Not enough contrast in the background for the 
logo to stay readable and uphold strength of the 
identity. 

Wrong Placement
The logo is placed too low, the “g” is crossing over the 
threshold, and not enough white space is surrounding 
the logo.
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Digital Brand Manual
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space should
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around all sides of 
the logo 
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Wrong Logo Usage Examples
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Digital Brand Manual

Design is the silent  
ambassador of your brand.

Logo Background Usage
The logo should always be used with background images that 
project enough contrast to allow for readability. 

Logo Applications and Backgrounds

Logo should be on a very dark or light background
in order to create enough contrast to uphold the  
clarity of the logo.

Logo Background Usage
Do not use the logo on vibrant colored  
backgrounds that would compete with 
the rich colors of the logo. Backgrounds 
should remain neutral (navy is  
considered neutral).

BLACK
HEX #000000

Brand Oriented Gradient Backgrounds
Black or white may be combined with the 
Entelligent Navy Blue in order to create 
more contrast within a background. This is 
only a sample and some variations may be 
needed depending on the image.

Gray Gradient Backgrounds
Can be used as subtle neutral design  
elements in order to deliniate page sections, 
products and infographics

NAVY BLUE
HEX #1e1d4d
C 100, M 97, Y37, K 36
R 30, G 29, B 77

WHITE
HEX #FFFFFF

LIGHT GRAY
HEX #b2b2b2
C 32, M 24, Y 25, K 
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The logo should always be used 
with background images that 
project enough contrast to allow 
for readability. 

Not Enough Contrast
Not enough contrast in the background 
for the logo to stay readable and uphold 
strength of the identity. 

Wrong Placement
The logo is placed too low, the “g” is 
crossing over the threshold, and not enough 
white space is surrounding the logo. 

Do not use the logo 
on vibrant colored  
backgrounds that would 
compete with the rich 
colors of the logo. 
Backgrounds should 
remain neutral (navy is  
considered neutral).
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TRADE SHOW

General Design Guidelines Design Alternatives
Trade show requirements may vary widely based on venue parameters, so it is of paramount importance to 

maintain design consistency, regardless of the application.  In general, the appearance should be clean, bright 

and airy to compliment the medical industry look and feel. Product images should always appear on a white or 

very light background to maintain the integrity of product features.  

In some cases, there may be the need for artwork containing a contrasting dark colored background. The 

standard navy blue should be used in these cases. When using the dark background color, close attention to 

reversed white logos and text elements must be carefully adhered to for legibility.

Reimagine the Future of Organ Transplant and Preservation

BridgetoLife.com

Machine Perfusion Made Simple.
TM

MACHINE PERFUSION SYSTEM

B2L ANL+1_09 Pillar Front.indd   1B2L ANL+1_09 Pillar Front.indd   1 7/26/21   12:37 PM7/26/21   12:37 PM

B2L ANL+1_09 Pillar Side.indd   1B2L ANL+1_09 Pillar Side.indd   1 7/26/21   12:08 PM7/26/21   12:08 PM

B2L ANL+1_03 Hall Entrance 2.indd   1B2L ANL+1_03 Hall Entrance 2.indd   1 7/26/21   12:15 PM7/26/21   12:15 PM

Bridgetolife.eu

Reimagine the Future of Organ Transplant and Preservation

BridgetoLife.com

proper use of logos, anchor image, secondary tagline and presentation of products 

incorrect  use of logo, 
anchor image, secondary 
tagline and presentation of 
products 

correct use of reverse 
logos and text on navy blue 
background color 

LOGO GREEN
C 87, M 26, Y 93, K 12
R 3, G 123, B 62

NAVY BLUE
C 100, M 97, Y 37, K 36
R 30, G 29, B 77
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HOME PAGE

Slogan
LOGO GREEN 
NAVY BLUE

Header Bar 
White, edge shadow

WEBSITE

EXAMPLE PAGE: Home

Button
LOGO GREEN

Horizontal Logo 
Top left
Navigation Links
NAVY BLUE

H2 
NAVY BLUE
Body Text 
DARK GRAY

Emphasis Section 
Interior shadow

Hero Section 
Full-width image

STANDARD PAGE

Page Title Bar
Feathered sky

Header Bar 
White, edge shadow

Page Specifications

EXAMPLE PAGE: Contact

Button
LOGO GREEN

Page Title / H1 
NAVY BLUE, uppercase

Footer Bar 
WHITE

Horizontal Logo 
Top left
Navigation Links
NAVY BLUE

H2 
NAVY BLUE
Body Text 
DARK GRAY
Body Link 
LINK BLUE

Form 
FOOTER BLUE

Footer Widgets
FOOTER BLUE
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Slogan
LOGO GREEN 
NAVY BLUE

Header Bar 
White, edge shadow

EXAMPLE PAGE: Belzer UW® Cold Storage Solution

Body Text 
DARK GRAY

Horizontal Logo 
Top left
Navigation Links
NAVY BLUE

Open Tab 
White
Closed Tab 
FOOTER BLUE

Hero Section 
Abstract swishes
Page Title / H1 
NAVY BLUE, uppercase

WEBSITE

PRODUCT PAGE COMPONENT COLORS
LOGO GREEN is reserved for the primary call-
to-action buttons. NAVY BLUE can be used 
for secondary buttons. FOOTER BLUE can 
be used for all other buttons, as well as the 
background of the footer and panels or sections 
that need separation from content.

LOGO GREEN
#037b3e
R 3, G 123, B 62

NAVY BLUE
#1e1d4d
R 30, G 29, B 77

FOOTER BLUE
#e8f4f6
R 232, G 244, B 246

BUTTONS
Button text should be uppercase with 1px of 
letter spacing, 14px of vertical padding, 20px of 
horizontal padding, and a 3px border radius on 
all corners.

PRIMARY SECONDARY

PRIMARY SECONDARY

Default 
(100% opacity)

Hover 
(80% opacity)

FORMS
All forms should be place in a panel with a 
FOOTER BLUE background to separate them 
from neighboring content. Form fields should 
have white backgrounds. The active field should 
have a NAVY BLUE bottom border of 2px. All 
other fields should have their bottom border at 
20% opacity.

Field Title Dropdown Title

Privacy Policy

SUBMIT

TABS & ACCORDIANS
Technical or detailed content may be organized 
into tabs or accordians in order to reduce clutter. 
The open tab and content area should have a 
white background, while all other tabs should 
have a FOOTER BLUE background. A 1px 
#cccccc border provides definition to the tabs.

Closed Tab

Open Tab

Closed Tab

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, consectet 
adipiscng elit. Sed 
volutpat elit sed 
ipsum blandit.

ComponentsPage Specifications



FEATURES AND FONTS

PRIMARY BRAND COLORS

Product Name - NAVY BLUE
Custom logo and tagline 

Vertical Logo top left 

Header Image
Bleeds top and right with feathered edges

LOGO GREEN and NAVY BLUE are the key 
colors that create the logo. White should be 
used as a predominant background color as 
it represents an environment of cleanliness, 
medical knowledge, and trust. FOOTER BLUE 
is an accent color used in the common footer.

PRINT MATERIAL

Sell Sheets

Machine Perfusion Made Simple.
TM

MACHINE PERFUSION SYSTEM

 Machine Perfusion System

One System For Both Liver and Kidney
•   Maximizes system usage and return on investment

•   Strong clinical evidence for oxygenated hypothermic perfusion

•   Allows for both HOPE and DHOPE liver protocols

•   Real-time temperature sensing and monitoring of perfusate/
    organ temperature

•  Ability to better organize and manage transplant timing

•  Cost effective machine perfusion

•  No blood or blood products needed reducing cost of perfusion

•  Data download capability for patient records and research

•  Does not require multiple personnel to monitor perfusion progress

Easy-to-Use Hypothermic Oxygenated Perfusion System

Simple Setup and Easy-to-Learn
•   Designed for simplicity

•   Fast learning curve with minimal training required

•   Compact size

•   Easy to move where it is needed within the hospital

•   Easy, quick, simple to setup

•   Minimal nuisance alarms and quick reset - no alarm fatigue

Machine Perfusion Made Simple.

EXAMPLE: VitaSmart - front

Open Sans Semibold 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890?!*+(.,)

Helvetica Neue Regular 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
1234567890?!*+(.,)

Product Photos 
High resolution images  
with WHITE backgrounds

Footer Bar - FOOTER BLUE

Feature Bullets - NAVY BLUE
Helvetica Neue Regular - 11 pt

Product Headline - LOGO GREEN
Helvetica Neue Regular - 21 pt

Product Subhead - NAVY BLUE
Open Sans Semibold - 12-14 pt

LOGO GREEN
C 87, M 26, Y 93, K 12
R 3, G 123, B 62

NAVY BLUE
C 100, M 97, Y 37, K 36
R 30, G 29, B 77

FOOTER BLUE
C 7, M 1, Y 2, K 0
R 232, G 244, B 246

1716

WEBSITE

TYPOGRAPHY COLORS
NAVY BLUE should be used for all headings 
while DARK GRAY is the color of all remaining 
body text. LINK BLUE is used for all hyperlinks 
within body text.

DARK GRAY
#555555
R 85, G 85, B 85

LINK BLUE
#1e73be
R 30, G 115, B 190

TYPOGRAPHY SCALE & STYLE

Use Case Size Line Height Weight Font Family

HEADING ONE 24px 1.3em / 31px 400 / Regular Helvetica Neue

Heading Two 22px 1.3em / 29px 400 / Regular Helvetica Neue

Heading Three 20px 1.3em / 26px 400 / Regular Helvetica Neue

Heading Four 18px 1.3em / 23px 400 / Regular Helvetica Neue

Body Bold 14px 1.6em / 22px 700 / Bold Open Sans

Body Links 14px 1.6em / 22px 600 / Semi-bold Open Sans

Body 14px 1.6em / 22px 400 / Regular Open Sans

BUTTON 14px 1em / 14px 500 / Medium Helvetica Neue

NAVY BLUE
#1e1d4d
R 30, G 29, B 77

Typography
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